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Introduction and Motivation

Architecture

The output a deep neural network in a classification setting is commonly interpreted
as class probabilities and no uncertainty measures are given. In this case study we
demonstrate the need for credibility intervals and show how to obtain them.

The used model architecture, inspired by the VGG16 network [5] has a total of
~3.3 ·106 parameters. Essential are the dropout layers which are used during
training and test phase.

You call me a
collie ? #@*$!!
Are you serious?
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Principle Question

How sure is
the classifier?

A case study
We use an open source data set [1] for single cell classification [2], and remove one
class (mitochondria) during training.

Results
Predictions for known classes

Classes
Rather large values for
the lower CI limit (as
expected)

Not used for training

Mainly very large
values for the MAP

Predictions for unknown class

Predictions for unknown class

Observation:
When using the trained classifier to predict
an image of a new class, it is forced to
classify it as one of the classes used in
training. Remarkably, quite high
probabilities for obviously wrong classes
are predicted.
To identify such cases an additional
measure of confidence is needed.

Broad MAP value
distribution

Rather small values for
the lower CI are
obtained.

Using the lower CI as filter

Dropout at test time
p1

p2

p3

Dropout during training is commonly used as
regularization method [3]. It was shown that
this can be interpreted as Bayesian learning
of a distribution for the weights. [4]

Dropout during testing samples
from the weight distribution,
yielding multiple predictions for
each image. [4]

After filtering out unsure
images indicated by low values
of the MAP or the lower CI, we
obtain a higher accuracy.
Classical probability
predictions (no mc dropout)
for filtering yield inferior
accuracy for this architecture.

MAP
lower CI

Conclusion / Outlook
•
•
•
•

High probability values do not imply high confidence (point estimate)
Dropout during test time can be used to obtain the predictive distribution
The MAP of the predictive distribution can be used as a new probability estimate
The credibility interval can be used to quantify uncertainty
• Novel classes can be detected by low values for the low CI limit
• Filtering out uncertain instances increases the accuracy
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From the predictive distribution of
the marginal class probabilities
we compute:
• MAP (mode) as estimated class
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• 66% CI as uncertainty measure
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